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director-script Yakup Tekintangaç
cinematography Emre Pekçakır
editing K. Ramazan Yüksel
cast M. Cavit Ak, Gülistan Sarbas
production-distribution Yakup Tekintangaç
T +90 505 292 5625 tekintangac@gmail.com

azad  
turkey 2015, 16’, fiction, colour

Azad was forced to immigrate to Istanbul with his mother. His mother has to go to work every day and locks 

the door behind her after leaving. Azad finds a way to keep his mind occupied.

Yakup Tekintangaç graduated from Yüzüncü Yıl University with a BA degree in Chemistry. He also completed 

an MA degree in Biophysics at the Faculty of Medicine. He studied scriptwriting for three years. His first short 

film, Qapsûl, screened at several national and international festivals.

director-script Rûken Tekeş
cinematography Deniz Eyüboğlu
editing Özcan Vardar
music Kardeş Türküler
cast Delila Kaya, Emircan Kaya, Şehmuz Demirtaş
production-distribution Rûken Tekeş
T +90 542 716 7503 rtekes@yahoo.com

the circle hevêrk  
turkey 2016, 14’, fiction, colour

An ordinary school day turns into a life-changing event for Zelal, a seven-year-old Yezidi Kurd, and her introvert 

admirer Zeki, a nine-year-old Kurdish boy, when their teacher introduces the letter of the week: ‘O’…

 

Rûken Tekeş earned a Master’s degree in Human Rights Democratization from the European Inter-University 

Consortium on Human Rights and Democratization in Venice. She worked as a human rights expert for the 

UN and following that as a lecturing professor for the university. Hevêrk is her first short independent film.
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director-script Emre Birişmen, Fatma Belkıs Işık 
cinematography Özgür Atlagan, Onur Gökmen
editing Emre Birişmen, Fatma Belkıs Işık
cast Gülce Oral, Ozan Çelik, Deniz Denker, Özgür Atlagan, 
Orçun Yol, Merve Kılıçer, Bengi Güldoğan
production-distribution Emre Birişmen
T +90 555 641 5146 emrebirismen@gmail.com

evernight hepgece
turkey 2015, 17’, fiction, colour

In this endless night, when the sun doesn’t rise and darkness prevails, Woman and Man search for a solution 

by abandoning social life, property and civilization as we know it and going to the nature.

Fatma Belkıs Işık earned both a BA and MA degree in Visual Arts and Communication Design from Sabancı 

University. She is currently working on her PhD at the European Graduate School. Emre Birişmen holds BA 

and MA degrees from the Sabancı University Visual Arts and Communication Design program and currently 

works as a freelance visual designer.

director-script Barış Alp
cinematography Emre Karbek
editing Barış Alp, Güney Sokullu
music Atakan Kundak
cast İpek Kıran, Soner Tunca, Talat Talu, Yeşim Gökdoğan
production-distribution Barış Alp
T +90 533 430 7043 barisalpfilm@gmail.com

disobedience ma’siyet
turkey 2015, 11’, experimental, colour

“Obedience.” Where did the word come from? It was invented as a word for the masses. Obedience to whom? 

But there is another word: resistance. And this is a necessity; standing up to some people, disregarding 

others.

Barış Alp graduated from the Photography & Video Department of Yıldız Teknik University. He has worked 

on several projects in the visual media industry. He has also designed sets and costumes for the established 

Turkish theatre company, Dot. His work is mainly based around viral advertising, documentary and music 

videos.
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A group of friends goes to one of their parents’ summerhouse for the weekend. On entering the house, they 

encounter an expected guest.

Ezgi Kaplan graduated from Istanbul Bilgi University with a Master’s in Film & Television. In 2010, she was 

selected to take part in the Istanbul Express project organized by Nisi Masa and made a short documentary 

entitled Kov Kovi (Side by Side). The film screened in eight different European cities, as well as at the Cannes 

Critics’ Week in 2011. Her last two fictional shorts, Yakup Who Is Not Called Out and Fish Pond, were both 

supported by Turkish Ministry of Culture.

director Ezgi Kaplan
script Esme Madra, Ezgi Kaplan
cinematography Ersin Gök
editing Ezgi Kaplan
music Okan Kaya
cast Efe Tunçer, Esme Madra, Nadir Sönmez, Nazlı Bulum
production-distribution Ezgi Kaplan
T +90 535 975 0173 ezgikaplan@gmail.com

fish pond balık havuzu
turkey 2015, 16’50”, fiction, colour

director-script Kerem Ayan
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Osman Bayraktaroğlu
cast Serkan Keskin, Serdar Orçin, Burak Türker
production-distribution Filmada, Armağan Lale
T +90 532 676 7903 armagan@filmada.net

fishbone kılçık
turkey 2015, 11’, fiction, colour

He goes to the same restaurant every day for lunch. But today, he is served a red scorpion fish. For the very 

first time...

Kerem Ayan studied Mechanical Engineering at the Yıldız Technical University, Istanbul. He moved to Paris 

in 1992 and studied film at the Ecole Supérieure de Réalisation Audiovisuelle and Université Paris Diderot, 

Paris 7. Since 2006, he has been the Assistant Director of the Istanbul Film Festival where he became Director 

in 2015.
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Rusty machines living in their small houses imagine that the sun will come and take them up to the sky 

someday. A small light keeps them alive and dreaming. But one of the machines wants to see the sun and he 

has a plan for that.

Gökalp Gönen grew up in Hatay in a rural environment. He has always been amazed by the systems of nature, 

which in turn has fuelled his passion to create systems for imaginary creatures.

director-script Gökalp Gönen 
animation Gökalp Gönen
editing Gökalp Gönen
production-distribution Gökalp Gönen
T +90 554 238 2613 gonengokalp@gmail.com
award Mention Akbank

directors Onur Saylak, Doğu Akal
script Onur Saylak, Doğu Akal, Hakan Günday
cinematography Feza Çaldıran
editing Ali Aga
music Uygur Yiğit
cast Selim Bayraktar, Tuba Büyüküstün, Muhammet Uzuner
production-distribution b.it.arts, Ziya Cemre Kutluay
T +90 532 646 8885 cemre@bitarts.info

golden shot altın vuruş
turkey 2015, 9’, animation, colour

the jungle orman
turkey 2015, 13’, fiction, colour

Omar and his two daughters are struggling to survive after fleeing the war in Syria. Omar catches stray 

animals and sells them to Fahri, a pet-shop owner. One day, Fahri approaches Omar with a strange request: 

he wants Omar to catch snakes in the forest.

Onur Saylak is an actor. He won recognition for his first performance in Özcan Alper’s film, Autumn. Doğu 
Akal graduated from the Bilkent University Department of Performing Arts in 2009. He has directed several 

plays. The Jungle is their first short film.
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Altan goes to his grandma’s funeral. Unlike his mourning elders, he is curious to see the burial and asks 

permission to go to the cemetery. His mother agrees. On the way, however, he sees his friends playing and 

can’t resist joining them. Only after the game does he remember his grandma. 

Aytaç Uzun studied English Language & Literature as an undergraduate before going on to do a Master’s 

degree in Cinema. 

director-script Aytaç Uzun
cinematography Yiğit Aksu
editing Umut Demirelli
cast Altan Mengenli, Nazire Gökçe, Aygün Girgin
production-distribution Sade Sinema, Nermin Aytekin 
T +90 544 235 7815 sadesinema@gmail.com 

the kid çocuk
turkey 2016, 9’25”, fiction, colour

director-script Melis Balcı, Ege Okal
animation Melis Balcı, Ege Okal
editing Melis Balcı, Ege Okal
music Hilmi Bey
production-distribution Melis Balcı, Ege Okal
T +90 537 398 4933 merkur.animation@gmail.com

mercury merkür
turkey 2015, 5’23”, animation, colour

A young artist, who works as a gallery assistant, is taken to an expensive dinner where she is introduced to 

the absurd and corrupt hierarchy of the art world.

Melis Balcı and Ege Okal are independent animation filmmakers living and working in Istanbul. They both 

studied Visual Arts & Communication Design. Mercury is their first animation film as a duo.
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director-script Alaaddin Toy
cinematography Alaaddin Toy
editing Erkam Keskinkaya, Halit Pişkin
cast Elif Tuğrul, Erdoğan Balçık, Melih Efe Deldak, 
Selahattin Doğramacı
production-distribution Rıfat Erkek
T +90 545 220 1868 rifaterkek@gmail.com

director-script Serdar Yılmaz 
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Buğra Dedeoğlu
cast Mihran Tomasyan, Uluç Ali, Reyhan Şahin
music Okan Kaya
production-distribution Serdar Yılmaz
T +90 536 616 6795 seryil17@hotmail.com
www.serdaryilmaz.org

the rainy night yağmurlu bir gece
turkey 2015, 22’, fiction, colour

the puddle su birikintisi
turkey 2015, 9’, experimental, colour

Ibrahim, an Iraqi father, and Nurdan, a Turkish mother of Balkan origin, are neighbors. When Nurdan’s son 

fails to come home one evening, she accuses Ibrahim of kidnapping her child. 

Alaaddin Toy graduated from the Radio, Cinema & Television Department of Ankara University. He has 

worked on several short films and documentary projects. His short films have been screened and awarded 

at various festivals.

A man walks through a flea market, alternating his curious gaze between the old posters covering the walls 

and the myriad objects cluttering the stalls. The sight of an object coming alive on one of the stalls transports 

him into another reality.

Serdar Yılmaz holds both an MA and a PhD in Painting. His short film, Fried Chicken, screened at the 

Rotterdam and Brooklyn Film Festivals. This, together with his other shorts, Stairs and The Puddle, make up 

a trilogy which form the basis of his first feature film, 3+1 Apartment for Sale.
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Ismail is a rock band roadie in charge of the stage set. With ambitions of his own to become a famous 

musician, Ismail tries to give his demo CD to Barkın, the band’s vocalist, on the day of a concert. He messes 

up, though, because of his affected manner.

Gözde Yetişkin and Emre Sert have made short films and music videos that have screened at various film 

festivals. In 2014, they attended Robert McKee’s Story Seminar in Los Angeles and realized some projects. 

They are currently working on a feature film project and shooting commercials.

directors-script Gözde Yetişkin, Emre Sert 
cinematography Andaç Şahan
editing Emre Sert, Gözde Yetişkin
music Ali Güçlü Şimşek
cast Onur Ünsal, Barkın Kula, Sibel Kasapoğlu
production-distribution Suma Productions, Ahmet Budak
T +90 555 830 0486 inatsanat@gmail.com

the roadie rodi
turkey 2015, 18’, fiction, colour

Two guys chase another guy through the streets of Istanbul. The guy being chased escapes his pursuers by 

jumping onto the tram just as the doors close. The Camera, however, is left behind and begins wandering 

aimlessly around. The actors then start chasing the Camera. After dodging the film crew for a while, the 

Camera is finally cornered, but has little intention of giving up its new-found freedom.

Ahmet Kıran studied Physics at Boğaziçi University before beginning a Master’s degree at the Cinema & 

Television Department of Kadir Has University. Run Hard is his first short.

director-script Ahmet Kıran
cinematography Ersin Gök
editing Yaşar Arif Karagülle
music Sarp Keskiner, Deniz Cuylan
cast Hasan Karakuş, Serkar Aydıncı, Ali Tokgönül
production-distribution Ahmet Kıran
T +90 530 228 0977 kiranahmet@outlook.com

run hard amansız takip 
turkey 2016, 11’, fiction, colour
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Muhsin, a retired man, lives in an old house with his wife. Watching the news on TV one day, he sees his own 

mug shot. The reporter claims that Muhsin is the head of a terrorist group and is going to be killed during 

protests that day.

Emin Akpınar studied Film at the New York Film Academy. He has worked on several films, documentaries 

and TV drama series as a director’s assistant and camera operator. His interests also include writing and 

photography. South Pole is his debut short film.

director-script Emin Akpınar
cinematography Baybars Tekin
editing Emin Akpınar
cast Ayberk Attila, Tülay Bekret, Özkan Ayalp
production-distribution Emin Akpınar
T +90 533 340 1404 eminakpinar@gmail.com

south pole güney kutbu
turkey 2016, 5’, fiction, colour

director-script Selin Karlı
cinematography Gözde Koyuncu
editing Naim Kanat
music Kerem Işık
cast Furkan Berk Kıran, Vecdi Cihangir, Levent Dalkıran
production-distribution Selin Karlı
T +90 532 277 7352 karli.selin@gmail.com

stolen memories çalıntı anılar
turkey 2015, 11’, fiction, colour

Hamdi has to find a way to pay for the cigarettes he keeps adding to the tab at the local store so that his 

father won’t find out. He decides to break into a desolate Turkish-Greek home on the island of Büyükada. But 

a journal he finds in the house makes Hamdi question his conscience about stealing someone else’s happy 

memories.

Selin Karlı graduated with a BA in Communications from Pepperdine University and with an MFA in Film 

Producing from the American Film Institute Conservatory (AFI). She has directed short plays and produced 

many short films. Stolen Memories is her debut short film.
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director-script Emre Kayış
cinematography Nick Cooke
editing Ricardo Saraiva, Burçak Yurdakul
cast Sherko Mohamad Ali, Gamze Kaçak
production-distribution London Film School, Oytun Kal
T +90 533 351 6916 oytunkal@aol.com
awards Mention Akbank

the translator çevirmen
turkey, uk 2015, 23’, fiction, colour

Yusuf is a shy Syrian boy who lives as a refugee in a Turkish border town. Over time, his gift is discovered, but 

the experience comes at the cost of his innocence.

Emre Kayış is an Istanbul based director and screenwriter. He graduated from the London Film School, 

making The Translator as his graduation film. The short screened and won prizes at various film festivals 

around the world, as well as being nominated for Best Short Film at the 2015 European Film Awards.

director-script-editing Elif Boyacıoğlu
animation Elif Boyacıoğlu, Lynn O’Reilly, Francesca Saunders  
music Cem Anıl
production-distribution Irish School of Animation / BCFE, 
Elif Boyacıoğlu T +90 532 435 4654 elifboyacioglu@gmail.com
awards Honorable Mention Dublin Special Mention Boston 
Turkish FF Best Music Dingle Int FF Best Animation Royal 
Television Society -ROI Student Awards 2016  

the teacup çay fincanı 
ireland, turkey 2015, 5’09”, animation, colour

Once there was a man who was afraid to go out…

Elif Boyacıoğlu earned a BA in Communication and Design, as well as an MA and PhD in European History 

from Bilkent University, Ankara, in 2003, 2007 and 2015 respectively. She has been a member of the Festival 

on Wheels team since 2001. She completed a BA in Animation at the Irish School of Animation, BCFE, Dublin, 

in 2015. The Teacup is her graduation short.
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A quiet morning. A middle-aged woman lies in bed, watching her husband’s back as he sleeps. After 

breakfast, the man goes to work and the woman makes the bed. As the daily routine continues, a cell phone 

rings persistently and is never answered.

Eytan Ipeker graduated from New York University. He co-founded the production outfit, Kamara, in 2011. 

His experimental shorts have screened at Toronto and Edinburgh. His documentary, Idil Biret: The Portrait of 

a Child Prodigy, screened at the Istanbul, Documentarist and Sebastopol film festivals. His narrative short, 

Unmade Bed, was co-produced by Sartoris Film in Poland and screened at the Antalya and !f Istanbul film 

festivals.

director-script Eytan İpeker
cinematography Meryem Yavuz
editing Eytan İpeker
cast Nazan Kesal, Hakan Çimenser
production-distribution Kamara Film (Yoel Meranda), Sartoris 
Film (Bartosz Reetz)  
T +90 532 407 6047 yoel@kamarafilm.com

unmade bed dağınık yatak
turkey, poland 2015, 11’, fiction, colour

director Yeşim Coşkun
cinematography Zeynep Pabuççu, Erdal Atay
editing Gözde Yetişkin
music Portico Quartet
cast Onur Ünsal, Yeşim Coşkun
production-distribution Yeşim Coşkun
T +90 536 413 8060 yesimcosk@gmail.com

white beyaz
turkey 2015, 7’14”, experimental, b&w

A choreographical experiment.

Yeşim Coşkun graduated from the Mimar Sinan University Department of Modern Dance in 2008. She is 

currently working on an MA in the same department. She has worked with the Mezopotamya Dance Company 

for 10 years and was among the group’s founders.
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director-script Ezgi Büşra Çınar 
cinematography Umut Türkmen
editing Onur Eryaman
cast Mert N. Kurt, Abdullah Yıldırım, Pınar Bulgurcu
production-distribution Ezgi Büşra Çınar
T +90 543 542 2577 ezgibusracinar@gmail.com

wreckage enkaz
turkey 2015, 10’, experimental, b&w

This film explores a day in the future and asks this question: if our primary needs are taken from us, what 

kind of lifestyle awaits us?

Ezgi Büşra Çınar is a student at the Radio, TV & Cinema Department of Akdeniz University. She has directed 

four short films.
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This short film is about an 18-year-old boy who competes in the Turkish Heavyweight Boxing Championship.

Özgü Özbudak studied Physics, Film and Theater in Vienna, and Photography and Video in Istanbul. His 

photography work is represented by Maumau Gallery, Istanbul. He currently lives in Istanbul and works on 

documentary films.

director Özgü Özbudak
script Özgü Özbudak, Erkan Ersezer
cinematography Özgü Özbudak
editing Özgü Özbudak
music Levni
production Özgü Özbudak 
T +90 535 822 6826 ozguozbudak@gmail.com

about timur timur hakkında  
turkey 2015, 16’, colour

The story of a young woman entering the world of filmmaking as an assistant director to Bilge Olgaç... 

Through her diary, Belmin Söylemez explores what she learned from Bilge Olgaç, the most productive woman 

director in the history of Turkish Cinema.

Belmin Söylemez has directed award-winning shorts and documentaries that have screened at film festivals 

worldwide. In 2012, she made her debut feature, Present Tense, which won national and international 

awards. 

director-script Belmin Söylemez
cinematography Atıl Demir
editing Ali Aga
production-distribution Filmbufe Productions, Haşmet 
Topaloğlu 
T +90 532 695 4198 hasmet.topaloglu@gmail.com

bilge and her apprentice bilge ve öğrencisi
turkey 2015, 22’, colour
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director İbrahim Yeşilbaş 
cinematography İbrahim Yeşilbaş
editing Hasan Doğan
production-distribution Film Agency Istanbul, İbrahim 
Yeşilbaş
T +90 555 585 1564 filmagencyistanbul@gmail.com

the boy with the camera kameralı çocuk  
turkey 2016, 20’, colour

Jwan has come to Turkey to escape the war in Syria. He wants to be a film director and owns an old camera. 

People share their dramas, disappointments, hopes and hopelessness with Jwan.

İbrahim Yeşilbaş attended a number of short film and creative author workshops before going on to study at 

the Department of Film & Television of Marmara University in 2010.

director-script Cansu Boğuşlu
cinematography Cansu Boğuşlu, Bartek Swiniarski
editing Yiğit Burak Umutoğlu
music Selim Atakan
production-distribution Lodz Film School & Spark Film 
Collective
T +90 532 768 5472 cansu.boguslu@gmail.com 

the bridge köprü   
turkey, poland 2016, 20’18”, colour

The Bridge is a film about Istanbul, about the different textures and hallmarks of the city. It is a road movie 

of sorts, which explores the relationships between cab drivers in different parts of Istanbul, the city itself 

and its denizens.

Cansu Boğuşlu started taking photographs and telling stories in stills in 2006. She went on to graduate from 

the Cinematography Department of Lodz Film School with a Master’s degree and, during her studies, had 

a chance to make several short films and documentaries. Her short film, Wildflower, won various awards.
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An ordinary day in Turkey... The mass media outlets are, as always, full of rhetoric about gender equality. But 

there are certain truths they choose to deny.

Volkan Güney Eker studied Landscape Design at Sakarya and Istanbul Universities. His short films have 

screened at many international film festivals, as well as winning several awards.

director-script Volkan Güney Eker
cinematography Volkan Güney Eker
editing Volkan Güney Eker
music Gevende
cast Pınar Yeşilada, Bilge Bilge, Naci Bağcı, Evren Karakasoğlu
production-distribution Volkan Güney Eker
T +90 554 781 0050 v.guneyeker@gmail.com

the bone kemik   
turkey 2015, 5’15”, colour 

A solitary woman takes her 80-year-old mother from Rojava in Kurdish Syria to Greece. This film portrays the 

myriad challenges they face along the way and their battle to stay alive. 

Vahap Sarıaltın graduated from the Radio, Cinema & Television Department of Ege University. He also has 

an active interest in photography. Both his films and his photographs have been shown and competed at 

various events. 

director-script Vahap Sarıaltın
cinematography Vahap Sarıaltın
editing Vahap Sarıaltın
music Aynur Doğan
production-distribution Vahap Sarıaltın
T +90 546 413 5425 vahapsarialtin35@gmail.com

far dur
turkey 2015, 15’, colour
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A government officer in Batman prepares a show for theatre, which he organizes with children working on 

the street. The show, entitled Hide and Seek, is inspired by the lives of these children.

Burak Varlık graduated from the Photography Department of Anadolu University. He spent four years 

working as a producer on TV programmes and a production assistant on TV series. He is currently completing 

his postgraduate studies at the Film Design Department of Yasar University. He has founded his own film 

company and makes movies.

director Burak Varlık 
cinematography Mehmetcan Arkayın
editing Burak Varlık
music Mehmetcan Arkayın
production-distribution Burak Varlık
T +90 535 574 5363 burakvarlik@gmail.com

hide and seek sobe
turkey 2015, 37’, colour

director-script Deniz Özden 
cinematography Deniz Özden
editing Deniz Özden
production-distribution Deniz Özden
T +90 535 732 2104 mr.denizozden@gmail.com

it’s ari sir, not ali ali değil, ari komutanım
turkey 2015, 20’, colour

This documentary focuses on the experiences and memories of Jewish and Christian Turkish citizens 

performing their mandatory military service in a country where the majority of the population is nominally 

Muslim.

Deniz Özden is currently a student at the Beykent University Department of Cinema & TV. He won national 

and international awards for his short film, A Soccer Game Journal. 
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The short documentary explores how the current economic program has turned neighbourhoods into 

investment tools of foreign and domestic capital as well as plundering cities, forests, water and living spaces 

in general, and stamps all workers’ organising as a threat.

İmre Azem graduated from Tulane University in New Orleans with degrees in Political Science and French 

Literature. He worked as a director of photography and editor in video productions, shorts, documentaries 

and independent feature films in New York. He directed his first documentary Ecumenopolis in 2011.

director İmre Azem
cinematography İmre Azem
animation Emre Özbay 
editing Kaan Çuhacı
music Kaan Çuhacı
production-distribution Kibrit Film, Gaye Günay
T +90 532 632 2052 kibritfilm@gmail.com 

non-space: the collapse of the city as commodity lamekan: metalaşan kentin çöküşü
turkey 2015, 12’, colour

director Yahya Ercan 
cinematography Ferhat Kayam
editing Ferhat Kayam
production-distribution Ferhat Kayam
T +90 542 668 2282 ferhatkym10@gmail.com

school of natural life imece evi 
turkey 2015, 21’30”, colour

Picture a mountain setting in the Aegean region far removed from consumer culture... Menemen, a district in 

Izmir province, is home to the “school” of the title, which gives lessons in living a self-sufficient life. 

Yahya Ercan graduated from the Radio, Television & Cinema Department of Erciyes University. He worked on 

many projects as a student. He has also directed a number of award-winning documentaries.
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“Semazens” are dervishes perhaps known best for their mystical dance, the “sema”. This documentary sets 

out to chronicle the rigorous training required from a very early age to become a “semazen”, not least the 

process of spinning around a nail on the practice floor.

Celal Argın is currently studying Radio, Cinema & Television at Erciyes University. His course includes doing 

an internship, for which he spent a period working at Imagine Film Productions and VSG Productions.

director-script Celal Argın
cinematography Hasan Aras, Gökhan Görgel
editing Celal Argın
production-distribution Hasan Aras, Celal Argın
T +90 541 243 4807 celal.argn@gmail.com

the whirl pervâne
turkey 2016, 22’07’’, colour
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Gokdemir Ihsan says: ‘You have to leave your home and take to the road to be a hero.’ This tale tells the 

journey of a hero, the friends and enemies he comes across, the obstacles he has to overcome, his frightening 

and hard fought battles, struggles and the wisdom he acquires along the way. 

Emin Fırat Övür studied Mass Media at SUNY Plattsburgh University for two years. He continued his studies 

in film directing and cinematography at CUNY Brooklyn College. He was one of eight directors to take on 

a remake of Ingmar Bergman’s Autumn Sonata under the supervision of Vojtech Jasny, a director often 

considered the father of Czech New Wave.

director-script Emin Fırat Övür
cinematography Andaç Şahan
editing Natalin Solakoğlu
music Erdem Tunalı
production-distribution Rotanet Film Production, Sinan Yabgu 
Ünal, Servan Güney
T +90 532 460 7771 sinanyabgu.unal@rotanet.com.tr

anatolian tales anadolu masalları
turkey 2015, 74’, colour

Onur, a 32-year-old PhD candidate, finds himself in a dilemma whereby he has to decide between doing paid 

military service and serving in the army for six months. Onur not only questions the ethical and political 

dimensions of the choice he must make, but also the system of compulsory military service in his country. 

Onur Bakır graduated from Boğaziçi University with a degree in Management Information Systems. He went 

on to do an MA in Philosophy. He is currently working on a PhD at the Boğaziçi University Department of 

Philosophy. Panagiotis Charamis (Drama, 1978) studied at the Department of Physics at Aristotle University 

and completed his BA in Film Studies at the University of Kent. He completed his MA in Filmmaking at 

Kingston University in 2009 with a distinction. He worked as a Director of Photography in a number of 

awarded shorts and documentaries as well as advertising.

director Onur Bakır, Panagiotis Charamis
script Onur Bakır
cinematography Panagiotis Charamis
editing Cem Tenikalp, Panagiotis Charamis, Onur Bakır
production-distribution Damla Kırkalı, Onur Bakır
T +90 536 357 9155 damlakirkali@gmail.com
award Best Documentary Istanbul

attention! hazır ol!  
turkey 2016, 51’17’’, colour
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Eleven workers occupy their factory to claim the wages they are owed and find their lives changed forever by 

a series of coincidences. The bossless workers become the anatomy of a chance act of resistance.

Sidar İnan Erçelik began his career as a stage actor and director, but made the switch to screen in 2010. He 

also writes on ecology in cinema for various environmental magazines.

director-script Sidar İnan Erçelik
cinematography Sidar İnan Erçelik, Kürşat Üresin, Fatih Pınar
music Bandistanbul
editing Sidar İnan Erçelik
production-distribution Sidar İnan Erçelik
T +90 537 541 8684 sidarinan@gmail.com

bossless patronsuzlar
turkey 2015, 43’, colour

Rafet, the socialist party leader, travels to Berlin for a meeting. But during his visit there is a military coup 

in Turkey and he can’t return. His stay ends up lasting for 25 years. During this time, Rafet educates four 

young immigrant children in philosophy, psychology, politics and the arts. These boys are now in their 30s. 

Mümin Barış studied Environmental Engineering at Istanbul Technical University. He went on to study film 

directing at Famu in Prague and then did an MA in Film Studies at King’s College London. Reşit Ballıkaya is 

principally interested in film directing, but also writes poetry and screenplays.

directors Mümin Barış, Reşit Ballıkaya
script Mümin Barış, Reşit Ballıkaya
cinematography Mümin Barış, Ferid Barak
music Metin-Kemal Kahraman
editing Alpgiray M. Uğurlu
production Layla Film, Mümin Barış
T +44 756 4036437 cecesinegi@gmail.com

the children of rafet rafet’in  çocukları    
turkey, germany 2016, 60’, colour
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People living in Turkey`s eastern Black Sea region, their traditions, unique lifestyle and uncommonly practical 

solutions in life generally lead us either into deep thought or into hilarious laughter. The combination of wit, 

stubbornness and creativity inevitably make these local people perform extraordinary things. 

Orhan Tekeoğlu graduated from the Radio & TV Department of Gazi University in 1983 and worked as a 

journalist for 25 years. He established Medya Ton with Nurdan Tekeoğlu to make the documentary, Ifakat. His 

first feature, I Loved You So Much (2013), won international awards. He is currently working on a PhD at the 

Cinema Department of Beykent University. 

director-script Orhan Tekeoğlu 
cinematography Görkem Özok
editing Naim Kanat
music Fuat Saka
production-distribution Medya Ton, Nurdan Tekeoğlu 
T +90 533 635 2447 nurdan.tumbek@gmail.com
award Mountain / Environmental Competition Award Moun-
tain Film Festival

extraordinary people sıradışı insanlar
turkey 2015, 45’, colour

director Sibel Mary Şamlı
script Gizem Selçuk Casalins
cinematography Sibel Mary Şamlı
editing Adil Yanık
production-distribution Sibel Mary Şamlı
T +90 539 625 9897 sibelsamli@filmingturkey.com

holy camel!: a true love story yok devenin pabucu 
turkey 2016, 51’21”, colour

Camel wrestling is a nomadic tradition that has been handed down through the generations for centuries. It 

still remains a popular winter entertainment among rural communities on the Aegean coast of Turkey. This 

documentary offers an insight into the lives of people who own wrestling camels as a passionate hobby.

Sibel Mary Şamlı is a producer at MA Productions. After graduating from Leeds University, Sibel worked 

at an independent documentary production company as a director’s assistant. She went on to work on an 

international travel show, filming in over 12 countries. Holy Camel!: A True Love Story is her first feature 

documentary film.
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director-script Eytan İpeker 
cinematography Ercan Gümüş, Atilla Taş
editing Eytan İpeker
music İdil Biret
production-distribution Kamara Film, Yoel Meranda 
T +90 532 407 6047 yoel@kamarafilm.com

idil biret: the portrait of a child prodigy idil biret: bir harika çocuğun portresi
turkey 2015, 60’, colour

Idil Biret was five years old when she played piano for the Turkish President, Ismet Inönü. Two years later, 

parliament passed “Idil’s Law” which allowed her to study in Paris. She was now studying under strict 

supervision in an alien city. And she dreamt of running away from everything to become free again.

Eytan Ipeker graduated from New York University. He co-founded the production outfit, Kamara, in 2011. 

His experimental shorts have screened at Toronto and Edinburgh. His documentary, Idil Biret: The Portrait of 

a Child Prodigy, screened at the Istanbul, Documentarist and Sebastopol film festivals. His narrative short, 

Unmade Bed, was co-produced by Sartoris Film in Poland and screened at the Antalya and !f Istanbul film 

festivals. 

Neşet Ertaş, one of the greatest practitioners of Turkish Folk Music and the Turkmen Abdal music tradition 

of Central Anatolia, was named by UNESCO a “Living Human Treasure” during his lifetime. This documentary 

takes an informed and intimate look at musician’s life.

Atalay Taşdiken graduated from Konya Selçuk University with a teacher training degree in physics. In 1991, 

he began working in advertising. Over the next ten years, he went on to direct over 300 commercials and 

served as creative director on some 30 product campaigns. Hacı Mehmet Duranoğlu graduated from the 

Radio, Television & Cinema Department of Selçuk University. He has directed several documentaries.

directors Atalay Taşdiken, Hacı Mehmet Duranoğlu 
cinematography Candan Murat Özcan
editing Serhat Solmaz
music Ayşe Önder
production-distribution At Production, Atalay Taşdiken
T +90 532 234 4698 atalay.tasdiken@gmail.com

in the world of lies ah yalan dünyada
turkey 2015, 103’, colour
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director Aydın Kapancık
cinematography Aydın Kapancık
editing Oktay Altunnar
production-distribution Selda Kaya Kapancık
T +90 532 742 5475 seldaakayaa@gmail.com

directors Özlem Sarıyıldız, Yunus Emre Aydın
cinematography Özlem Sarıyıldız
editing Özlem Sarıyıldız
production-distribution 90 Derece, Bora Yediel
T +90 532 784 4985 borayediel@gmail.com

lost homeland kayıp vatan  
turkey 2016, 54’21”, colour

istanbul notes istanbul makamı 
turkey 2016, 70’, colour

In the course of the 20th century, the Greek community, or “Rums”, of Istanbul found themselves having to 

leave the city where their roots lay. Some were deported, others eager to escape a lonely existence after 

losing family and friends. Yet they still had hopes for the new life that lay ahead. But settling in Athens, these 

Istanbul Greeks found their hopes challenged. Their only safe haven proved to be the Kosmeteio Foundation.

Aydın Kapancık graduated from the Cinema & TV Department of Anadolu University in 2006. He went on to 

study at FAMU in the Czech Republic. He has been working for Turkey’s first documentary channel, IZ TV, as 

a director of photography since 2010.

Istanbul Notes is a cinematographic improvisation with five non-Turkish musicians who fall in love with 

Maqam Music (Classical Ottoman Music). The musicians decide to take up residence in Turkey, believing that 

music is best learned in the land where it was born and performed.

Özlem Sarıyıldız completed a BA in Industrial Design and an MS in Media & Cultural Studies at the Middle 

East Technical University before starting a PhD in Graphic Design at Bilkent University. Yunus Emre Aydın 
graduated from the Istanbul University Department of Philosophy and is working on an MS in the same 

department. Istanbul Notes is his first documentary.
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director Zeynep Keçeciler
cinematography Ahmet Ferah
editing Berkay Ferah
music Bora Taştan
production - distribution TRT, Zeynep Keçeciler 
T +90 532 584 2020 zkececiler@hotmail.com

director-script Ethem Özgüven
cinematography Tan Oral, Duygu Boyalı, İrem Şimşek, Altuğ 
Öztürk, Cem Hakverdi, Uğur Aydedim
editing Ethem Özgüven
music Tolga Böyük
production-distribution Petra Holzer
T +90 541 534 2059 petramh@gmail.com

what remain is mermanat geride kalan mermanat  
turkey 2015, 40’, colour

the touch dokunuş 
turkey 2016, 53’, colour

Mermanat is a typical Black Sea village. It is also typical of communities in the region insofar as most locals 

have left due to the scarcity of agricultural land. Three different life stories stand out among those who have 

doggedly remained.

Zeynep Gülru Keçeciler graduated from the Ankara University Department of Radio and TV in 1996. She 

earned an MA from City University London in 1998. She currently works for the state broadcaster, TRT, 

producing both documentaries and TV programs.

Aziz Nesin, a brilliant writer, dissident, intellectual and humanist. This portrait of a man who constantly 

spoke up for democracy, freedom and peace celebrates his 100th birthday. The interview for the film was 

recorded in July 1993 just a few days after the Sivas massacre, which saw 32 intellectuals killed in a fire 

caused by a mob of religious fanatics. His words are just as valid and meaningful as they were 25 years ago.

Ethem Özgüven is a documentary maker and video artist. His work has screened at many prestigious festivals. 

His documentaries are based on social and environmental issues. He is a lecturer at Istanbul Bilgi University.
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